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Mitigating the risk of armed violence against people on the basis of their actual or perceived sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression and sex characteristics (SOGIESC) through the Arms Trade Treaty (ATT)

1. Summary

While many cases likely go unreported, in countries where data collection is possible, armed violence against people on the basis of their actual or perceived sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression and sex characteristics (SOGIESC) remains a serious issue. Through a better understanding of the nature and scope of homophobic, biphobic and transphobic† armed violence, States Parties can use articles 6(3), 7(1) and 7(4) of the Arms Trade Treaty (ATT) as tools to prevent serious human rights violations of this kind, and encourage further data collection to inform risk assessments.

2. The differentiated impact of small arms and light weapons on people of diverse SOGIESC

Despite advances in the acceptance of people of diverse SOGIESC in many countries in recent years1, reports of violence against lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans and queer (LGBTQ+) people rose starkly in many countries in 2022.2 In the last few years, there have been several widely reported armed attacks on LGBTQ+ people such as the 2016 Orlando nightclub shooting that killed 49 and injured 583 and the 2022 Colorado Springs nightclub shooting that killed 5 and injured 174, the 2018 assassination of bisexual Rio de Janeiro city councillor Marielle Franco in 20185, the killing of two and wounding of 20 people at Oslo’s 2022 LGBTQ+ Pride Festival6 and the murder of two young LGBTQ+ people at a bar in Slovakia in 20227. It is likely that many other acts of armed violence go unreported or receive less media attention.

In terms of LGBTQ+ arms-related deaths, trans people, and especially trans women, seem be to be targeted disproportionately. The Trans Murder Monitoring website counted 327 murders of trans and gender diverse people in the world between October 2021 and September 2022. The majority of recorded cases were from Latin America and the Caribbean. Of all the crimes identified, 38% involved a firearm. Minority Black, migrant trans women of colour, and transgender sex workers were disproportionately targeted.8

A register of violence against LGBTQ+ persons in members of the Organization of American States (OAS) that operated between January 2013 and March 2014 also confirmed the high victimization rates among trans women. While a firearm was reportedly used in 25% of the 770 cases and 30% of the 594 lethal cases recorded, 66% of those killed by firearms were (or were perceived as) trans women, 29% were gay men.


‡ SOGIESC is a universal term preferred in formal UN documentation. Many, but not all people of diverse SOGIESC identify as L, G, B, T, Q. SOGIESC also includes Intersex persons.
and 5% were lesbians. Another study from Latin America and the Caribbean running from 2014 to 2019 noted that since 2017, the number homicides committed against LGBTQ+ people using firearms has surpassed the number committed with sharp objects. The majority of these were in Mexico and Central America, where many of the firearms present are legally acquired in the USA and subsequently diverted for criminal use on the other side of the border. 44% of the 959 homicides recorded were committed with a firearm. Of these, 45% of the victims were trans women, 30% were gay men and 13% were lesbians. Whereas most homicides committed against gay men involved sharp objects, the majority of trans women and lesbians were killed with firearms.

In terms of the impacts of armed conflict, conflict parties sometimes play on longstanding, strongly entrenched prejudices against minorities, including people of diverse SOGIESC, to rally support. As such, the type and extent of violence against people of diverse SOGIESC - ranging from sexual violence, rape, torture, unlawful killings, persecution, and other attacks on their physical and mental integrity – are compounded. Many people who face discrimination on the basis of SOGIESC rely on often clandestine networks of trust and mutual support to ensure their safety. Conflict, and conflict-related displacement, can disrupt these networks thereby exposing them to violence and discrimination at the hands of armed groups and state security actors but also from family and community members, other refugees and displaced persons. They may also face threats from host populations, including discrimination in presumed ‘safe spaces’ on the basis of ethnicity, nationality or refugee status.

The issue of discriminatory violence by security forces and other armed actors against LGBTQ+ and gender-diverse persons, particularly human rights defenders in conflict-torn areas has been raised by the UN Secretary-General and the United Nations Independent Expert on protection against violence and discrimination based on SOGIESC. The abovementioned OAS register of violence against LGBTQ+ persons illustrated this trend, reporting that in 47 (21%) of the 233 cases where the identity of the perpetrator was known, or 6% of all cases, state agents were included among the perpetrators.

ILGA World reports that 62 UN Member States criminalize consensual same-sex sexual conduct and two additional UN Member States have de facto criminalization. While enforcement of these legal measures varies, all Member States retain the option of enforcing any law through the use of armed state agents, thereby further exposing people of diverse SOGIESC to armed violence or human rights violations facilitated by the carrying of arms.

The UN High Commissioner for Human Rights also noted that firearms can disproportionately impact LGBTQ+ youth due to attacks, but also because discrimination correlates with higher rates of suicide attempts, which are more likely to be fatal should these individuals have access to firearms. It has also documented cases of so called ‘honour killings’ where children and youth have been shot by family members due to their sexual orientation or gender identity.

3. **Interpretations of violence on the basis of SOGIESC as GBV within international frameworks**

Some international institutions have interpreted violence on the basis of SOGIESC to be a form of gender-based violence. Often mistaken as synonymous with violence against women, GBV can be described as ‘violence that is directed at a person based on her or his specific sex or gender role in society. It is linked to the gendered identity of being a woman, man, intersex, transsexual, or transgendered. The term GBV recognises that violence takes place as a result of unequal power relations and discrimination in society on the basis of one’s sex or gender.
The **International Criminal Court** has recently developed a policy on gender persecution, which is defined as a crime against humanity ‘committed against persons because of sex characteristics and/or because of the social constructs and criteria used to define gender’.

It explicitly recognises widespread or systematic attacks against people on the basis of SOGIESC as a form of gender persecution because of the perpetrators’ discriminatory intent “to regulate or punish those who are perceived to transgress … “accepted” forms of gender expression”. Under this interpretation, the transfer of arms to contexts where this may reasonably take place could be prohibited under the ATT.

According to the **UN High Commissioner for Human Rights**, even states that criminalize same-sex relations or do not offer legal protections to people of diverse SOGIESC still have obligations under various international human rights treaties to protect life, liberty and security, prevent torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment, protect the right to privacy and against arbitrary detention, ensure equality before the law and protect the right to freedom of expression, association and assembly of all, irrespective of their sexual orientation or gender identity.

It has also that physical and psychological violence of a homophobic nature constitutes ‘a form of gender-based violence, driven by a desire to punish those seen as defying gender norms.’

In addition, the non-binding **Yogyakarta Principles** state that ‘the policing of sexuality remains a major force behind continuing gender-based violence.’

### 4. **Violence on the basis of SOGIESC within the framework of the ATT**

Depending on the facts and circumstances, several articles in the ATT could provide potential entry points for authorizing or exporting States Parties to consider the risk of conventional weapons being used against people of diverse SOGIESC. These include, where applicable:

1. **the Article 6(3) prohibition** on a State Party authorizing transfer of conventional arms if it has knowledge at the time of authorization that the arms or items would be used in the commission of genocide, crimes against humanity, grave breaches of the Geneva Conventions of 1949, attacks directed against civilian objects or civilians protected as such, or other war crimes as defined by international agreements to which it is a Party.

2. **the Article 7(1)(b) requirement** that an exporting State Party assess the potential that conventional arms being exported could be used to, among other things, commit or facilitate a serious violation of international humanitarian law or a serious violation of international human rights law.

3. **the Article 7(4) requirement** that an exporting State take into account the risk of conventional arms being used to commit or facilitate serious acts of gender-based violence or serious acts of violence against women and children.

ATT States Parties that adopt wider interpretations of GBV may be better able to mitigate the risk of violence based on SOGIESC by, for example, applying article 7(4) to include violence committed on the basis of gender identity, such as transphobic violence.
5. **Policy recommendations to ATT States Parties**

(1) States parties are encouraged to consider the following in export risk assessments:
- Conflict-related violence against people on the basis of actual or perceived SOGIESC (article 6(3));
- The involvement of armed state and non-state actors committing systematic, serious human rights violations against people on the basis of actual or perceived SOGIESC (article 7(1));
- Violence committed or facilitated by firearms against people on the basis of their actual or perceived SOGIESC that could be considered as serious acts of gender-based violence or violence against women or children (article 7(4)) based on national legal interpretations of these terms.

(2) Exporting states parties are encouraged to take into account data and reports in risk assessments on:
- Incidents of (armed) violence against people of diverse SOGIESC in the importing country;
- Perpetrators of (armed) violence against people of diverse SOGIESC with particular attention given to the role of state agents in both official and unofficial capacities;
- The willingness and capacity of the importing State to punish arms-related crimes against people of diverse SOGIESC, including ‘honour killings’ of minors, or their incitement to suicide using firearms, on the basis of their actual or perceived SOGIESC.
- The criminalization of consensual same-sex activities in the importing country, and other limits on the freedom of expression of people of diverse SOGIESC facilitated by the threat or actual use of firearms that could be considered to be a serious violations of international human rights law (under art 7(1)(a)(ii)), or serious acts of GBV or violence against women and children (under art 7(4)).
- The risk of exported conventional arms being diverted to those who could use them to commit or facilitate acts of violence against people of diverse SOGIESC.

(3) States parties are encouraged to provide international cooperation and assistance to improve data collection efforts on the impacts of small arms and light weapons on people based on actual or perceived SOGIESC, including by disaggregating national statistics by gender identity and sexual orientation.²⁶

(4) Exporting States are encouraged to consult with and fund the work of groups working on the rights of people of diverse SOGIESC, including those from other minority groups, on small arms related issues and violence to ensure their specific concerns are taken into consideration when carrying out risk assessments.
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